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Disturbance is a key factor in most natural environments and, globally, disturbance regimes are changing, driven
by increased anthropogenic influences, including climate change. There is, however, still a lack of understanding
about how disturbance interacts with species dispersal capacity to shape marine assemblage structure. We
examined the impact of ice scour disturbance history (2009–2016) on the nearshore seafloor in a highly
disturbed region of the Western Antarctic Peninsula by contrasting the response of two groups with different
dispersal capacities: one consisting of high-dispersal species (mobile with pelagic larvae) and one of lowdispersal species (sessile with benthic larvae). Piecewise Structural Equation Models were constructed to test
multi-factorial predictions of the underlying mechanisms, based on hypothesised responses to disturbance for the
two groups. At least two or three disturbance factors, acting at different spatial scales, drove assemblage
composition. A comparison between both high- and low-dispersal models demonstrated that these mechanisms
are dispersal dependent. Disturbance should not be treated as a single metric, but should incorporate remote and
direct disturbance events with consideration of taxa-dispersal and disturbance legacy. These modelling ap
proaches can provide insights into how disturbance shapes assemblages in other disturbance regimes, such as
fire-prone forests and trawl fisheries.

1. Introduction

drastically, due to more frequent ice-shelf collapses, fast-ice reduction
and glacial retreat (Smale and Barnes, 2008; Barnes, 2017a). In this
study we aim to investigate how different components of the disturbance
regime influence assemblage structure and how these are intrinsically
linked with dispersal capacity of taxa.
Disturbance is probably a key factor in all ecosystems and covers a
diverse range of events (Fraterrigo and Rusak, 2008). These are often
termed disturbance regimes referring to the spatial and temporal vari
ability of disturbance events (Turner, 2010). The intensity, severity and
frequency of disturbance regimes have been the focus of numerous
studies investigating drivers of community structure (Connell, 1978).
Such work has included successional recovery from local disturbances
(Sousa, 1984) through to spatial heterogeneity in landscape ecology
(Turner, 2005). Insights into disturbance ecology have led to a greater
appreciation of how variation in disturbance can lead to major shifts in
disturbance-driven spatial and temporal changes in ecological systems
(Turner, 2010). However the dynamics of recovery after disturbance
events and the importance of local vs remote processes have not been
explicitly addressed in the field, although they have been highlighted by

Disturbance events are often conceptualised as departures from a
‘stable’ state, which are discrete and keep the system in flux (White and
Pickett, 1985; Newman, 2019). Periodic disturbance is a factor in most
natural ecosystems and is a significant selective force influencing
assemblage structure and function (Dell et al., 2019). There is an
increasing body of evidence that disturbance regimes are changing in
frequency, intensity, as well as spatial extent (Webster et al., 2005;
Johnstone et al., 2016; Sommerfeld et al., 2018), with further changes
predicted into the future (Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004; Moritz et al., 2012;
Allen et al., 2015). The majority of disturbance shifts are anthropogenic
in origin, caused by factors such as increasing global temperatures,
habitat removal, deep-sea mining, fishing pressures and pollution events
(Jackson et al., 2001; Buma, 2015; Newman, 2019). To be able to predict
the impact of changing disturbance regimes, it is increasingly important
to understand the mechanisms underlying disturbance ecology (Turner,
2010; Newman, 2019). This is particularly true in the polar nearshore
environment, as ice scour disturbance is predicted to increase
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recent conceptual models (Zelnik et al., 2018). After a disturbance
event, recovery is predicted to be dependent on the temporal and spatial
scale of the disturbance event (Zelnik et al., 2018). Disturbance events
tend to be, in most cases, strongly heterogeneous (e.g. frequency of
occurrence) and can occur across vast scales; hence disturbance within
the local area may not match that in the wider area. These variations in
disturbance levels would change the availability of recruits and adults
able to influence recovery, the mechanisms of which, whether by
recruitment or re-invasion, are dependent on dispersal capacity of spe
cies (Zelnik et al., 2019).
Despite tremendous progress in the research into disturbance, there
is still a lack of consensus and understanding, especially when distur
bance moves outside of the range of historical disturbance regimes
(Bowler et al., 2019). Models have emphasized the importance of
mobility and growth of potential colonists, showing that intense
frequent disturbance favours mobile species and rapid colonisation
(Dayton, 1971; Gutt and Starmans, 2001; Thrush and Dayton, 2002),
although these often treat disturbance as a single metric or event
(Hughes et al., 2007). By interrogating a single component of distur
bance (such as time-since-last-disturbance) and ignoring the influence of
adjacent (surrounding) and past disturbance events (Di Stefano et al.,
2013), previous studies have failed to more fully capture
biodiversity-disturbance interactions. A few studies, particularly in the
terrestrial environment, have investigated the importance of surround
ing patches by designing ‘refuges’ into their disturbance studies
(Sensenig et al., 2017) or have acknowledged that a spatial mosaic will
exist within each disturbance regime (Cannon et al., 2017). In this study
we investigate a single disturbance regime within the marine system and
have incorporated the use of multiple disturbance factors to capture
elements of its spatial and temporal variability.
The shallow nearshore waters (<25 m depth) around Antarctica are
some of the most naturally disturbed environments on the planet, due to
the frequent impacts of icebergs on the benthos, termed “ice scour”
(Smale, 2008a). Ice scour has been described as the key controlling
factor for benthic communities shallower than 25 m depth (Barnes,
1995; Barnes et al., 1996; Gutt, 2001; Smale et al., 2006; Barnes and
Conlan, 2007; Convey et al., 2014; Barnes and Tarling, 2017). These
disturbance events tend to be distinct in both time and space, and are
highly destructive, with mortality ranging from 60 to 100% (Peck et al.,
1999; Lee et al., 2001; Smale, 2008b; Barnes, 2017a). In the shallows,
ice scours tend to impact on a small spatial scale formed by small ice
bergs (termed growlers) but can still be a highly destructive disturbance
event. Furthermore the long individual lifetime, relatively low dispersal
and high rate of disturbance found in Antarctic fauna creates a natural
mesocosm to study the influence of ice scour events in surrounding areas
(Potthoff et al., 2006). However climate change is likely to drive the
Western Antarctic Peninsula, in particular, through a drastic shift in ice
scour, with the retreat of glaciers past their grounding lines (Cook et al.,
2005; Barnes et al., 2018).
The interplay between dispersal, disturbance and assemblage struc
ture, have been partly described using conceptual models (Zelnik et al.
2018, 2019) and previous work in terrestrial forests have highlighted
their importance (Catano et al., 2017). In the current study we address
the Hypotheses: (H1) that the use of multiple disturbance factors can
significantly improve the description of resulting assemblage structure.
(H2) Dispersal capacity of species alters the relative influence of these
disturbance factors on assemblage structure. Using piecewise Structural
Equation Modelling we aim to reveal both the direct and indirect effects
of disturbance on assemblage structure, to determine whether a multiple
factor approach improves our understanding of disturbance and the
degree to which it is dispersal dependent.
To capture the spatial and temporal variability within the distur
bance regime and isolate local and remote recovery processes, this study
divided disturbance regime into three disturbance factors, based on the
disturbance of a measured area of sea floor and the sea floor around it:
(A) Recovery Age the time since the last disturbance event on each area

of sea floor (temporal variability). (B) Local Disturbance the propor
tion of recent disturbance events in close proximity to each area of sea
floor. (C) Background Disturbance the general level of disturbance
that occurs across the wider area. These were chosen as they capture the
largest range in spatial and temporal scales available within our data,
which are relevant to the differences in dispersal capacity of different
groups within the Southern Ocean (more details in appendix S1).
Within this environment we have selected two groups, from the epibenthic assemblage, that both persist under the same disturbance regime
but whose individual species have broadly different dispersal capacities.
These contrasting dispersal capacities allow the importance of dispersal
for recovery to be tested in relation to the disturbance factors A-C.
Antarctic benthos typically have relatively low rates of biological and
ecological processes, including mobility, when compared with equiva
lents at lower latitudes, (Arntz et al., 1994; Clarke, 1996). As such a
natural mesocosm experiment could be conducted over a relatively
small area. The high-dispersal group is a multi-phylum group with
mobile adults and pelagic broadcast larvae, potentially uncoupling
larval supply from local reproduction (Kuklinski et al., 2014). These
larvae have long development times and coupled with a fluid environ
ment, a relatively high dispersal when compared to their low-dispersal
counterparts (Stanwell-Smith et al., 1999; Cowen and Sponaugle,
2009; Zhang et al., 2015). The low-dispersal group is a single-taxa group
(bryozoa) of sessile adults, all suspension feeders, with cyphonautes
larvae which are retained within the benthic boundary layer and
therefore have limited dispersal capacity (Kuklinski et al., 2017).
Investigation into the recruitment of Antarctic encrusting organisms by
Kuklinski et al. (2014) and Kuklinski et al. (2017) demonstrated that
bryozoan recruitment occurs in close proximity to adult populations
(within meters) due to settling within hours, if not minutes of release
(Goldson et al., 2001). (see Appendix S2 and S4 for further detail).
2. Methods
2.1. Disturbance data
Ice scour disturbance was collated over 7 years from 9 separate grids
(3 at 5 m depth, 3 at 10 m and 3 x at 25 m), each grid consisted of 25
concrete markers (each identifying a 1 m2 grid square or patch of sea
floor). Thus each of the nine grids created a 25 m2 monitored area of
seabed from the IceBerg Impact Study (IBIS) at 5–25 m depth (Brown
et al., 2004; Barnes, 2017a) (Fig. 1). Ice scour events impact these
concrete markers, and the number that have been impacted are recorded
annually, each December, with any damaged or missing blocks being
replaced. The IBIS dataset was used to calculate disturbance factors at 3
spatial and temporal scales (Fig. 2): (A) Recovery Age was calculated as
the last recorded ice scour event in a 1 m2 grid square, as a measurement
of direct disturbance, with the assumption that each scour completely
destroys that grid square. (B) Local Disturbance, the proportion of
adjacent grid squares (all 8 surrounding grid squares within 1 m) that
have been disturbed in the past year, including the sample grid square.
As the IBIS grids (Fig. 2) have sample grid squares in the corners, for
which the majority of area around them is unrecorded, these corner
samples were removed from the analysis. This disturbance factor was
used as a measure of the magnitude of recent adjacent disturbance
events, relative to the sample. (C) Background Disturbance is the
average number of disturbed grid squares within the same IBIS grid, that
the sample was collected from, over the 7 years; the largest spatial and
temporal scale that data from this study could provide. Background
Disturbance is not fully independent of (B) Local Disturbance, as it is on
a spectrum, and if you were to increase the spatial and temporal scales of
Local Disturbance, eventually the measures would be equal. As the aim
was to capture the range of disturbance events and the influence be
tween different temporal and spatial scales, the greatest range was
chosen. As ice scour disturbance is extremely stochastic, there was no
correlation between these factors.
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Fig. 1. Map and image of the Iceberg Impact Study grid (IBIS) located within the Western Antarctic Peninsula, Adelaide Island, Ryder Bay.

level (Hayward and Hayward, 1995 and further literature). Bryozoans
form multiple colonies, of varying size, on irregular boulder surfaces, so
adopting an abundance metric would have introduced a large error.
Therefore, a broader presence/absence metric was recorded.
2.4. Selection indicator taxa
The high-dispersal group diversity and abundance was collected
across all samples at a single point in time. Whereas the low-dispersal
group was a dataset compiled from 7 years of observations with the
presence and absence of each species. This allowed the same disturbance
histories (Recovery Age, Local Disturbance and Background Distur
bance), of both groups, to be calculated for each square. While each
group structure was calculated using broadly similar approaches, due to
this sampling difference the groups were not directly compared. For
each of the groups, indicator taxa were selected, to capture the range of
responses across species to each of the disturbance factors. The Antarctic
limpet Nacella concinna was selected as an indicator taxa as it is the most
abundant and conspicuous pioneering species and a key grazer within
the shallow benthic community (Suda et al., 2015). Odontaster validus
was also included as it is the most abundant scavenger/predator (Peck
et al., 2008). Both represent two of the largest functional groups within
the study environment (Peck et al., 2008) and have well documented
larval stages, with N. concinna producing planktonic veliger larvae
which remain in the water column for at least a month (Suda et al.,
2015).
The low-dispersal group is a single-taxa group (Bryozoa) of sessile
adults, all suspension feeders, with cyphonautes larvae which are
retained within the benthic boundary layer and therefore have limited
dispersal capacity (Kuklinski et al., 2017). Investigation into the
recruitment of Antarctic encrusting organisms by Kuklinski et al. (2014)
and Kuklinski et al. (2017) demonstrated that bryozoan recruitment
occurs in close proximity to adult populations (within meters) due to
settling within hours, if not minutes of release (Goldson et al., 2001).
(see Appendix S2 and S4 for further detail). Three bryozoan species were
selected as representative, based on their competitive ability: Ellisina
antarctica is considered an early pioneer and a poor competitor (Ashton
et al., 2017); Micropora brevissima a late coloniser and a moderate
competitor (Stanwell-Smith and Barnes, 1997) and Arachnopusia incho
ata a late coloniser and good competitor (Barnes et al., 1996; Bowden
et al., 2006) (group details in Appendix S3).

Fig. 2. Conceptual schematic of IceBerg Impact Study (IBIS) grid, with black
squares representing the concrete markers. Each concrete marker corresponds
to a 1 m2 of seabed it represents (not to scale). The yellow square is the example
sample grid. Fig. 2A, Recovery Age includes only the sample square itself and
records the number of years since it was last hit. Fig. 2B, Local Disturbance
includes all adjacent squares (orange), including the sample square (yellow),
with the proportion that had been hit in the past year recorded. Fig. 2C,
Background Disturbance includes all the squares within the grid (red),
including the sample grid square (yellow), and is recorded as the average
number of squares that have been hit over the past 7 years. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)

2.2. High-dispersal capacity group sampling
Images of the high-dispersal group within each grid square were
captured in January 2016 with a GoPro 3þ (GoPro Inc.) in a deepwater
housing. Camera lens distortion (fish-eye) was minimised using a cali
bration lens file and Hugins photo editing software. The camera was
attached to a modified ROV Deep Trekker Generation 2 Worker (DTG2).
Each 1 m2 grid square was sampled and scaled using the ROV DTG2 laser
scale (av. sample size 0.878 m2). Sample size varied due to differences in
the distance between the ROV and seafloor during sampling. Taxa above
5 mm in size (maximum dimension) were identified to species level (2
taxa were unidentifiable to species and kept as morphotypes), from this
species richness and densities were calculated.
2.3. Low-dispersal capacity group sampling
The Low-dispersal encrusting group (bryozoans) was sampled from
2009 to 2014. Grid squares were selected to ensure replication across
depth, age and disturbance regimes. As bryozoans samples were
collected over a 7 year period, the level of disturbance was recorded for
each grid from which collections were made, at the time of collection.
Due to Background Disturbance being calculated as an average over the
7 years, by definition one value is calculated. After a grid square was
selected, SCUBA divers were deployed to retrieve one randomly selected
boulder (>10 cm in one axis) from that grid square. Each boulder was
examined for encrusting bryozoans, which were identified to species

2.5. Piecewise structural equation modelling (piecewiseSEM)
Species were separated into two groups that have different life his
tory traits beyond the discussed dispersal capacity (i.e. body form,
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trophic role etc.), making a direct comparison inappropriate. A direct
comparison would have also been complicated by differing collection
methodologies and temporal variability with the sampling method. Our
study therefore focused on the hypothesised mechanisms that determine
and influence the observed structure regardless of collection method.
Previous studies on disturbance ecology (Dayton, 1971; Connell, 1978;
Thrush and Dayton, 2002; Zelnik et al., 2019), especially in high
disturbance regimes (Lee et al., 2001; Fairman et al., 2016; Johnstone
et al., 2016) and ice scour in particular (Smale et al., 2008; Barnes,
2017a) provided theoretical grounds for the construction of these
models. Previous work has indicated the importance of resilience of
species in high disturbance environments and the role of succession after
the disturbance event. However, we have incorporated three levels of
disturbance factors to demonstrate that the relative influence of each is
not uniform, and local processes are critical to recovery. To test whether
a mulit-factor disturbance regime was a valid approach, individual
disturbance factors models were compared against observed data. No
single factor model adequately accounted for the observed group vari
ability (details in appendix S4). Two hypothesised models were con
structed predicting that group structure (species richness and selected
indictor taxa) were dependent on a proposed network of interactions
from 3 disturbance factors (Background Disturbance, Local Disturbance
and Recovery Age). Models were assembled following recommendations
from Grace (2006) and Grace et al. (2012), to construct causal networks
using ecological theory based on the influence of dispersal and distur
bance to define paths of interest. PiecewiseSEM are designed to analyse
multivariate hypotheses and are more applicable to responses controlled
by multiple factors (Bollen, 1989) and allow testing and construction of
conceptual models in a single network (Lefcheck, 2016). Furthermore,
the proposed piecewiseSEM paths represent causal relationships (Lef
check, 2016) and account for correlation between the responses vari
ables (Byrnes et al., 2011). In our high-dispersal group Odontaster validus
abundance was found to correlate with both Nacella concinna abundance
and overall species richness (Byrnes et al., 2011). With the low-dispersal
group all species presence/absence metrics correlated with species
richness. Further information on model development, construction and
any modification are available in the supplementary material in Ap
pendix S4.

3. Results
3.1. High-dispersal group SEM
The high-dispersal group were best described by a combination of
the two disturbance factors, Background Disturbance and Local Distur
bance (Fisher’s C ¼ 11.451, d.f. ¼ 12, P ¼ 0.491, AIC ¼ 31.451; Fig. 3. An
increase in Background Disturbance reduced the species richness and
increased the abundance of the pioneering grazer (gastropod N. concinna
density). An increase in Local Disturbance correlated with a decrease in
the abundance of all species, including the scavenger/predator (echi
noid O. validus).
3.2. Low-dispersal group SEM
The low-dispersal group required all three disturbance factors to
accurately describe the species diversity and indicator taxa observed
(Fisher’s C ¼ 22.123, d.f. ¼ 16, P ¼ 0.139; Fig. 4). Recovery Age had a
strong positive correlation with species richness and all indicator taxa.
An increase in Local Disturbance was correlated with decreased species
richness and the presence of the pioneering species (bryozoan Ellisina
antarctica). Conversely, an increase in Background Disturbance was only
negatively correlated with the presence of the late coloniser, Micropora
brevissima (bryozoan).
4. Discussion
Disturbance is well established to be a key influencer of group
composition, species richness and other species diversity metrics across
realms (land-sea) and latitude (tropics-poles) (Newman, 2019). In an era
of increasing disturbance, understanding how an assemblage recovers
and persists in the face of natural and anthropogenic disturbance is
fundamental for ecology, conservation and ecosystem services (Wang
and Loreau, 2016). Yet identifying the underlying mechanisms to
explain the relationship between the magnitude of disturbance and
specific measures of biodiversity has proved elusive (Yuan et al., 2016).
Disturbance regimes are predicted to continue to change and distur
bance is expected to increase into the future (Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004;
Moritz et al., 2012; Allen et al., 2015). Thus, it is increasingly important
to understand the underlying mechanisms linking disturbance, species
richness and other drivers of assemblage structure.

2.6. Model testing
Model evaluation was assessed using Shipley’s test of d-separation,
which resulted in a Fisher’s C statistic that is x2 distributed and rejected
if below the critical P value of 0.05 (Shipley, 2009). Models that were
significant, and therefore similar to the observed data, were compared
using AIC and BIC fit indexes, with an AIC reduction of >2 considered a
significant improvement between the models (Shipley, 2013; Lefcheck,
2016). If there was no difference between the fit indices then the
parsimonious approach was adopted, and the model selected was the
one with the fewest proposed pathways. Ultimately results and inter
pretation were based on the model judged to be the best representation
of the data. Modifications made to the original conceptual models were
guided by the results of the previous single-disturbance factor models
and theoretical understanding. Models within the same group had nes
ted factors to allow direct comparison between these models, even when
disturbance factors were removed from the analysis. As high- and
low-dispersal models were derived from different groups, covariant
matrixes, and methods, direct comparisons of covariant regression and
fit indices were not appropriate. To test our hypothesis, analysis be
tween the dispersal models proposed, focused on the inclusion and
exclusion of disturbance factors and their relative influence on group
structure.

Fig. 3. Path diagram of high-dispersal group model showing how disturbance
factors and assemblage structure are associated for the high-dispersal assem
blage. Results are from a piecewiseSEM that reproduces the observed variance
matrix. Path widths are proportional to regression coefficient shown on the
paths. Red representing a negative relationship and black a positive relation
ship. Double-headed grey arrows represent correlation between two dependent
variables, not a casual pathway. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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However, as Recovery Age increases, the formation of a climax com
munity, should ultimately result in a decrease in species richness due to
competitive exclusion (Pearson and Rosenberg, 1978). This was not
observed, as species richness is only influenced by complete extirpation
of a species which does not occur, even under the levels of disturbance
measured here; as evidenced by the pioneering species Fenestrula rugula
(bryozoan) (Barnes and Clarke, 1998) still being present in >90% of
samples. In the rare situations of complete shelter from ice scour in
shallow waters such pioneers can be completely overgrown by dominant
competitors (Barnes, 1995). Recovery of the low-dispersal group is
reliant on recruitment by larvae, hence the influence of adjacent
disturbance events (Local Disturbance), within close proximity, i.e.
within the dispersal range. The current recovery state of adjacent as
semblages strongly influences which species are available to recruit into
newly scoured sites, hence a decrease in Local Disturbance can allow a
greater diversity of species to recruit. By comparing the results of the
disturbance models for the two groups (Figs. 2 and 3) it appears that the
influence of disturbance factors is indeed dependent on the dispersal
capacity of the group. The presence of low-dispersal bryozoan, Micro
pora brevissima, (late coloniser/moderate competitor bryozoan (Stan
well-Smith and Barnes, 1997)), was, however, influenced by increased
Background Disturbance; this is likely due to the rarity of M. brevissima
settling on un-colonised (virgin) rock (Barnes et al., 1996). Increased
frequency in disturbance events across the wider area and subsequently
an increase in the frequency of un-colonised rock would inhibit the
ability of M. brevissima recruitment, reducing its presence across the
entire area.
Comparison of high- and low-dispersal models (Figs. 2 and 3) reveals
that the impact of disturbance on group structure is controlled by
different mechanisms, leading to acceptance of Hypothesis 2 (H2). The
high-dispersal group is reliant on the spatial spread of mobile adults for
recovery, diluting the disturbance across a wider area and homogenising
the region, with recruitment from their high-dispersal larvae eventually
replacing the lost individuals, across that entire area. Whereas the lowdispersal group required adjacent adult populations to recruit into
recently disturbed sites, with disturbance increasing heterogeneity by
creating a mosaic of recovering patches. Both patterns have been
described in the literature (Zelnik et al., 2019), however in this study we
directly link them to the components of the disturbance regime and test
the mechanisms behind them. By adopting this approach, previous work
by Vause et al. (2019) on marine polar soft sediment communities can be
considered from a new perspective. Vause et al. (2019) reported no
response of biodiversity to recent ice scour events in a shallow,
soft-sediment assemblage, suggesting that this was due to relatively high
dispersal of taxa aided by storms and the wash of passing icebergs (Lee
et al., 2001) which allowed assemblage to rapidly recover. Our study
suggests that the high-dispersal nature of this group would cause them to
homogenise across a wider area and that a measure such as Background
Disturbance would therefore be more informative. This new perspective
can also be applied to disturbance in environments that have distur
bance as primary driver in controlling assemblage structure (Fairman
et al., 2016; Pulsford et al., 2016). Our results are consistent with the
suggestion of Kasel et al. (2017) that only considering the
time-since-fire, in forests, (equivalent to Recovery Age) will not capture
the full impact of disturbance and that unexplained variation is likely
due to surrounding past disturbance events and dispersal capacity.
Similar modelling approaches may be applied to other environments
where disturbance is a major structuring force (such as trawling activity,
fire-prone forests and deep-sea mining), improving our understanding of
the mechanisms underlying the impact of disturbance on assemblage
structure.
We acknowledge that this study took place in an unusually highly
disturbed environment (Brown et al., 2004; Barnes, 2017b), and that the
influences identified are likely to change or weaken when considered
across entire disturbance gradients. The groups used in this study are
both typical components of nearshore communities and have drastically

Fig. 4. Path diagram of low-dispersal group model showing how disturbance
factors and assemblage structure are associated. Results are from a piece
wiseSEM that reproduces the observed variance matrix. Path widths are pro
portional to the regression coefficient shown on the paths. Red representing a
negative relationship and black a positive relationship. Double-headed grey
arrows represent correlation between two dependent variables, not a casual
pathway. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Our approach revealed that at least two or three disturbance factors
acting at different spatial scales drive assemblage composition in our
study site, leading to agreement with Hypothesis 1 (H1). Previous
studies have suggested that the inclusion of multiple metrics are
necessary to fully capture a disturbance regime (Kasel et al., 2017), but
this has not been explicitly tested. However, when considering one
aspect of the measured high-dispersal group, species richness, a single
metric, ‘Background Disturbance’, was sufficient to describe its vari
ability. As Background Disturbance increases, mobile adults buffer the
impact of disturbance across the entire area (Zelnik et al., 2019);
re-invading recently disturbed niches. This allows species such as
N. concinna (gastropod), an r-strategist and pioneering species (Suda
et al., 2015) to spread and exploit the resulting lack of competition after
the disturbance event. However the capacity for high-dispersal species
to recruit or reinvade into these niches could be supressed if levels of
Background Disturbance increase beyond those recorded here, as all but
the most resilient, or rapidly recolonising of pioneering species, would
be removed (Mackey and Currie, 2001; Hughes et al., 2007).
In such circumstances we expect that biodiversity indices, such as
Shannon-Wiener or Simpson’s Diversity measures, would correlate well
with species richness, as a decreased species richness allows the
increasing dominance of a few pioneering species. However, our data
also revealed that such a correlation could be misleading, as recent
disturbance events adjacent to the study grids (Local Disturbance),
although having no influence on species richness, strongly influenced
the abundance of the two dominant pioneering species. This explains
why diversity-disturbance models can provide different predictions
depending on the diversity metrics used (Svensson et al., 2012), as
different components of the disturbance regime are addressed.
Recent conceptual models have proposed three recovery paths, that
are dependent on the dispersal capacity of the surrounding community
(Zelnik et al., 2019), suggesting that the influence of direct or sur
rounding disturbance events are dispersal dependent. One feature of the
low-dispersal group (cheilostomatid bryozoans) is a reliance on benthic
larvae (Hayward and Hayward, 1995) to recruit back into recently
disturbed areas, and thus their ability to recolonise is spatially limited
and dependent on local sources of larval supply. Species richness for the
low-dispersal group was influenced by direct disturbance events (Re
covery Age), as ice scours would remove the majority of species, fol
lowed by secondary succession (Pearson and Rosenberg, 1978).
5
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different dispersal capacity. Future work investigating disturbance
should consider multiple components of the disturbance regime, in
relation to the dispersal capacity of different taxa under study. Many
studies to date have treated disturbance as a single factor, which in some
cases may be accurate. However, we advocate that, when considering
multi-year assemblages that have developed under repeated disturbance
events, the full disturbance regime must be considered. This will be
particularly relevant for the Western Antarctic Peninsula, as glacial
retreat due to climate change drastically shifts disturbance regimes in
the region.
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